
Boost Your Career with Latest Microsoft
AZ-801 Exam Questions

Do you  want  to  showcase  your  skills,  learn  new technologies,  and  increase  your  chances  of
promotion? People take Windows Server Hybrid Administrator Associate AZ-801 certification
as it gives them the opportunity to show their experience and use their skills and knowledge to grow
their professional careers. Once you make your mind up to sit for the Microsoft AZ-801 certification
exam, it’s time to prepare for it. Preparation is the key to success. It’s very important to prepare well
for Configuring Windows Server Hybrid Advanced Services AZ-801 exam dumps as it’s worth the
effort and time spent. If you follow certain strategies for Microsoft AZ-801 Questions, you can
ensure success in the Windows Server Hybrid Administrator Associate AZ-801 exam in the first
attempt. By using the resources by CertsFire.com well, you can stay on the right track and pass the
Microsoft AZ-801 exam successfully thus achieving your goals. Our Configuring Windows Server
Hybrid Advanced Services AZ-801 practice exam software provides you with preparation material
and a guide for the Microsoft AZ-801 exam dumps, so you won’t face any problems during the
preparation.

Microsoft AZ-801 Practice Questions - Successful Tool for
Preparation:
Our Windows Server Hybrid Administrator Associate AZ-801 practice software also provides a mock
test that can help you evaluate yourself for Microsoft Exam Questions. You’ll be able to study,
practice, and avoid stress for the Configuring Windows Server Hybrid Advanced Services AZ-801
exam dumps. You can attempt the mock test online or download the Microsoft AZ-801 practice exam
software on your  desktop device.  Our Windows Server  Hybrid  Administrator  Associate  AZ-801
practice test software works on all the major web browsers: Chrome, IE, Firefox, Opera, and Safari.
If you attempt the web-based online practice exam by CertsFire.com you do not have to make any
installations. On the other hand, you can also attempt the test on the Microsoft AZ-801 practice
exam software on a windows desktop without an active internet connection.  Our Configuring
Windows Server Hybrid Advanced Services AZ-801 practice test software  works with all
operating systems: Mac, Linux, IOS, Android, and Windows. It does not need any special plugins.
The Microsoft AZ-801 exam questions also exist in a PDF format which makes it suitable for mobile
devices and tablets. You can print and port the PDF of the Windows Server Hybrid Administrator
Associate AZ-801 exam dumps anywhere. Regular updates are made to the PDF by CertsFire.com
according to the changes that occur in the syllabus of the Microsoft AZ-801 exam questions.
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Microsoft AZ-801 Practice Exam - A Guaranteed Way Towards Bright Career:

If you don’t know how to prepare for the Configuring Windows Server Hybrid Advanced Services
AZ-801 exam dumps, it’s a good idea to buy the preparation software by CertsFire and attempt the
mock exam before you pay the high registration fees for Microsoft AZ-801 exam. Our Windows
Server Hybrid Administrator Associate AZ-801 questions give you an idea of the exam format and
procedure. If you familiarize yourself with the Microsoft AZ-801 exam dumps scenario in advance,
you won’t feel tense to face the Configuring Windows Server Hybrid Advanced Services AZ-801
exam questions situation. Candidates can customize the questions and decide their own time to
attempt the Microsoft AZ-801 exam dumps. Giving mock tests will also make you confident to take
the Windows Server Hybrid Administrator Associate AZ-801 exam questions. Our Microsoft
AZ-801 practice test also gives explanations of the answers to make concepts clear to you. We also
have a team to fix any technical problems with the product developed by CertsFire.com.

Once you know what to focus on, you can prepare for the Configuring Windows Server Hybrid
Advanced  Services  AZ-801  exam  dumps  accordingly.  You  can  easily  use  the  software  by
CertsFire.com to track your progress and get further insights for the Microsoft AZ-801 examination.
Our Windows Server Hybrid Administrator Associate AZ-801 practice questions are continuously
updated in accordance with feedback from various professionals around the globe. The buyers also
get  a  money-back  guarantee  if  they  fail  to  pass  the  Microsoft  AZ-801  exam  despite  proper
preparation on the software by CertsFire.com. Once you purchase the software by CertsFire.com, to
practice for Configuring Windows Server Hybrid Advanced Services AZ-801 exam dumps,
you’ll be able to access it instantly. Our Microsoft AZ-801 practice exam software also receives three
months' free updates to incorporate any changes after the purchase of the Windows Server Hybrid
Administrator Associate AZ-801 practice test.

Use Microsoft AZ-801 Questions to Pass Exam With Confidence:

When you get a Microsoft AZ-801 exam dumps, you set yourself apart from other professionals in
your field. We at CertsFire.com are here to help you meet your professional goals through the
Configuring Windows Server Hybrid Advanced Services AZ-801 exam questions. Candidates taking
the Microsoft AZ-801 certification exam can get a free demo to test the features of the Windows
Server Hybrid Administrator Associate AZ-801 practice exam software  by  CertsFire.com
before purchasing it. When you buy and use our Microsoft AZ-801 practice questions, it gives you
directions and you should make the most of it to achieve success.

As it’s said that “Things work out best for those who make the best of how things work out."
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Question No. 1

Your network contains an Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) domain All domain members
have Microsoft Defender Credential Guard with UEFI tock configured in the domain you deploy a
server named Server1 that runs Windows Server. You disable Credential Guard on Server1. You
need to ensure that Server1 is MOST subject to Credential Guard restrictions. What should you do
next?

A. Run the Device Guard and Credential Guard hardware readiness tool
B. Disable the Turn on Virtual nation Based Security group policy setting
C. Run dism and specify the /Disable-Feature and /FeatureName:IsolatedUserMode
parameters

Answer: B

Question No. 2

You have a failover cluster named Cluster1 that hosts an application named App1.

The General tab in App1 Properties is shown in the General exhibit (Click the General Tat)

The failover tab in App1 Properties is shown in the failover exhibit (Click the Failover tab.)

Server 1 shuts down unexpectedly.

You need to ensure that when you start Server 1. App1 continues to run on Server2

Solution: From the General settings, you increase the priority of Server2 in the Preferred Owners
list.

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. NO

Answer: B

Question No. 3

You deploy Azure Migrate to an on-premises network.

You have an on-premises physical server named Server1 that runs Windows Server and has the
following configuration.

* Operating system disk 600 GB

* Data disic 3 TB

* NIC Teaming: Enabled

* Mobility service: installed

* Windows Firewall: Enabled

* Microsoft Defender Antivirus: Enabled



You need to ensure that you can use Azure Migrate to migrate Server1.

Solution: You disable NIC Teaming on Server1.

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

Question No. 4

Your network contains a single-domain Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) forest named
contoso.com. The functional level of the forest is Windows Server 2012 R2. All domain controllers
run Windows Server 2012 R2.

Sysvol replicates by using the File Replication Service (FRS).

You plan to replace the existing domain controllers with new domain controllers that will run
Windows Server 2022.

You need to ensure that you can add the first domain controller that runs Windows Server 2022.

Solution; You raise the domain and forest functional levels.

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

Question No. 5

Your company uses Storage Spaces Direct.

You need to view the available storage in a Storage Space Direct storage pool.

What should you use?

A. File Server Resource Manager (FSRM)
B. the Get-StorageSubsystem cmdlet
C. Disk Management
D. Windows Admin Center

Answer: D
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